
Describe the Emergency: Where & When it Happened
Lesson & Key Vocabulary

Intermediate/Advanced: Teacher Version

Recording with repeats and time to practice pronunciation of Where & When it Happened

Where?

Where is the emergency?/Where did it happen?

It is.../It happened...

at work
at school
at home
inside

outside
in a vehicle

on the floor/ground
in the kitchen

in the bathroom
in the bedroom
in the garage

above
on
in

under
next to

left
right

inbetween
around

here
there
upper
mid

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dFwRW2am8YiNIw9Bss04-ioNNdfImg82/view?usp=sharing


lower
front
back

everywhere

Where are you?/What is your location?/What is the address?

I am at.../We are at…

zero - 0
one - 1
two - 2

three - 3
four - 4
five - 5
six - 6

seven - 7
eight - 8
nine - 9

road - Rd.
street - St.

When?

When did it happen?

now
in the morning

in the afternoon
in the evening

today
yesterday
last night
last week

last weekend
last Sunday/Monday/Tuesday, etc.



last week
last month
last year

# days ago
# months ago
# years ago

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday

Wednesday
Thursday

Friday
Saturday
Sunday

Emergency Unit: Describe Where and When it Happened
Conversation Comprehension

Intermediate/Advanced

Listen to the audio and answer the questions./Escuche el audio y conteste las preguntas.

Recording of Sample Conversation

OPERATOR: 911. Is there an emergency?

CALLER: Hello. Yes, there is an emergency.

OPERATOR: Where are you?

CALLER: We are outside at our home.

OPERATOR: What is the address?

CALLER: We are at 7893 John Street.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dyeaUDR2-Kc3zPVXp21Du1CRlGLyvPJO/view?usp=sharing


OPERATOR: What town?

CALLER: We are in Pekin.

OPERATOR: Help is on the way! What happened?

CALLER: My friend off of a ladder.

OPERATOR: Where is your friend now?

CALLER: On the ground.

OPERATOR: Are they breathing?

CALLER: Yes.

OPERATOR: Are they conscious?

Caller: Yes, but they are confused. I think they hit their head.

OPERATOR: Ok. Stay by them. Tell them not to move. Help will be there soon.

Caller: Thank you so much!

Comprehension Questions

1. There was an accident.
a. True
b. False

2. Who needs help?
a. father
b. neighbor
c. friend
d. co-worker

3. Where is the emergency?
a. at work
b. at school
c. at home
d. in a vehicle

4. Where is the victim?
a. in the kitchen
b. in the garage
c. on the ground
d. in the bathroom

5. The victim is conscious.
a. True
b. False

6. They hurt their _______.
a. leg
b. arm
c. foot
d. head


